
 

 

                                                                                                       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

           

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Microsoft ® Active Directory Services are increasingly used to store business-

critical data and are essential for identity and access management for users and 

systems within your IT infrastructure. 

A poorly designed disaster recovery plan, lack of documentation and no disaster 

recovery test information increase the burden on your administrators and 

management when a disaster happens or recovery of directory services 

information is needed. This will cause significant impact to your business. 

Maximize Your Microsoft Investment 

The Active Directory Recovery Execution Service has been developed to help 

your organization to review common disaster recovery scenarios, determine the 

risk for your business and execute the recovery steps to resolve a disaster. 

Together with the team responsible for recovery services, we will create a 

business & IT risk map and improve awareness on how to act in case of a 

problem scenario where Active Directory Services are affected. 

By testing common scenarios and recovery options you are able to build a solid 

documentation base. Through side-by-side knowledge transfer your IT staff will 

be trained to have the execution power for optimal disaster recovery. 

Agenda 

The service will be delivered in 5-10 days. An example of the agenda is 

described below. Depending on your specific situation and size we are able to 

change the schedule to optimize quality of delivery. 

 Day 1: Scenario planning, risk map, recovery options and hardware setup 

 Day 2: Test recovery execution and create draft documentation 

 Day 3: Test recovery execution and create draft documentation 

 Day 4: Execute and improve draft documentation 

 Day 5: Discuss follow ups and recommendations for final documentation 
 

Proactive service based 
on customers 
experience and 
Microsoft IT. 

The Active Directory 
Recovery Execution Service 
(ADRES) provides you with: 

 Review of recommended recovery 
procedures 

 Recovery Business & IT Risk Map 

 Forest & Domain Recovery 
Execution 

 User & Group (object) membership 
Recovery Execution 

 Group policy template & Login 
Script (SYSVOL) Recovery 
Execution 

 Time management execution 

 Enhanced knowledge transfer from 
Microsoft Premier Field Engineers 
to  your IT staff 

 Documentation recommendations 
 

The Active Directory 
Recovery Execution Service 
(ADRES) can be used: 

 As remediation service for Active 
Directory Risk Assessment 
Program Recommendations 

 Leverage experiences learned in 
Active Directory Backup & Disaster 
Recovery Workshop Plus 

 As practical review on Active 
Directory Disaster Recovery 
Strategy 

DATA SHEET 

Active Directory Recovery Execution Service 
Remediation service for Disaster Recovery for Windows Server 2003, 2008 & 2008 R2 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Maintain Maximum Efficiency 

Active Directory Recovery Execution Service leverages experience from 

thousands of customers and customizes deployment information from the 

documentation and whitepapers available to help you meet your performance 

and reliability goals. 

Reduce Support Costs 

By implementing a well organized and documented (disaster) recovery plan, your 

organization will reduce costs associated with problem scenarios and disasters. 

Benefit from Practical Recommendations 

Microsoft engineers provide recommendations for each of the risks identified 

during Active Directory Recovery Execution Service. Implementing these 

recommendations will improve the operation and efficiency of your Active 

Directory Services. 

IT Requirements / Deliverables 

To prepare for the Active Directory Recovery Execution Service, customers need 

to provide resources from the Active Directory team, representative backups from 

production (like) data to test recovery options. The Microsoft Engineer will need a 

room and projector during this week to enable maximum knowledge transfer. 

Security rules which prohibit use of production backups must be discussed in the 

pre-visit conference call one month before this service is executed. 

Maximize The Value Of Your IT Investments 

The mission of Microsoft Services is to help ensure you get the most out of your 

IT investments. Whether you are looking to improve your bottom line, enhance 

productivity, or use technology to realize new business opportunities, Microsoft is 

ready to assist. 

From business support to strategic consulting, we offer a full range of services for 

any stage in your IT lifecycle. 

For more information about consulting and support offerings from Microsoft, 

contact your local Microsoft representative or visit www.microsoft.com/services. 
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Delivered by highly 
experienced engineers 
from Microsoft, ADRES 
provides hands-on 
disaster recovery 
execution power 

Key Focus Areas 

Scenario Planning: 

 Common known problem scenarios 

 Business & IT Risk Map 

 
Recovery Execution: 

 Map recovery options to scenarios 

 Discuss backup and restore 
methods 

 Identify additional recovery risks 

 Time management 

 Create draft documentation 

 

Workforce Management 

 Create enthusiastic workforce 

 Prevent panic situations 

 Knowledge transfer 

 

Documentation Check 

 Check for and execute from 
existing customer documentation 

 Improve customer documentation 
based on Microsoft best practice 
templates 

 Recommendations for optimal 
customer documentation 
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